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X-RAY EDGES OF FREE-ELECTRON METALS: COMPARISON

OF THEORY WITH DATA5

John D. Dow
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Unlverslty of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana,

Illinois,U.S.A. 61801; and Deutsches Elektronen-

Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Because one-electron theory had predicted that

simple rretals should exhibit soft x-ray absorption ana

emission edges abruptly truncated by Perm! factors, the

occurrence of peaked L~ , thresholds in spectra of f ree-
^ > j

electron metals posed a special challenge to theorists.

The earliest explanations, several decades ago, had

attributed the peaks to rapid variations in the conduction

band densities-of-states, but more recent theories have

assigned the spikes to many-electron final-state inter-

actions. The purpose of this paper is to critically

review existing data in the light of the Mahan-Nozieres-

.de Dominicis theory (MND theory) of many-body effects

and x-ray threshold shapeE(l,2).

The spiked edges cited äs evidence for the MND

theory are the L^ -. thresholds of Na, Mg, AI, and
*~»J

Mg Sb._ alloys. In addition, the rounded K edges of Li ,
Jv A. Jv

Mg, and AI have also been explained in terms of the

many-body mechanismO) - The theory states that, near

threshold; the imaginary part of the dielectric function

has the form:



Kere ET 1s the threshold energy; the step function 6(x)

accounts for the sharp Fermi surface; M. are single-

particle transtion matrix elements between core states

and conduction wave functions with angular -jr.omentum

quantum number Ä; C is a cutoff energy thought to be

a Fermi energy or a band-width; and the threshold

exponents ctc are given in terrr.s of the phase shifts 6.
X, " JC

of a Fermi-energy electron scattered by the hole:

a£ = (26£/TT) - ? 2(2j+l)C6J/Tr)2 . (2)

Implicit in the theory are predictions concerning the

dependence of threshold anomalies on (i) conduction

electron density, n = (3/^Tr) (r a)"5; (ii) the cutoffs
energy £; and (iii) the angular iromentum quantum number

t (through the exponents ct„ and the matrix elements M.) .

Studies of the L0 , edge of Mg in Mg Sb1 alloys
£- y J X J. *~ X

produce an approximate value of the cutoff energy £ CO.

Fitting the edge shape with

£p(W,x) = Mf; (x) f Hu. - E \"0t"(x) 6(Mü> - E ), (3)
U V € /

and assuming that Variation in the factor MO (which

depends on dipole matrix elements and the Fermi energy

denslty of states) is sufficiently small to be neglected,

we find

In e?(üj) ? In M_ + «o(x) In (^/Mw-Erp) (̂  )

Thus a plot of In e-, for Mu-E^ fixed, äs a function of a

produces a value for £ <Fig. 1). We find that £ is approx

imately constant with the value 0.24±0.1 eV. Since the

MND theory is only valid for |^W-ET| «E,, and 1t is

generally believed that £ must be either a band-v/idth
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Exponent QO

„ for MR Sb. . The values of x are denoteö
0 ^x 1-xFig. l. In e« vs.

on the figure. A negative slope indicates < leV. ( R e f .

Fig. 2. Exponents a,, vs. r . Solid line:data; dashed line:«̂  u — s
theory. The exponent for Li is obtained frorn K edge data. (Ref. ̂, 10)



or a Fermi -energy (£ £ 5eV) , one must Judge the theory1 s

predictJon to be unsatisfled, (Note that for £=Ep the

slope of the curve in Fig. l would have been large

and positive for small values of oto«)

The present MND theory. forbids exponents aQ >0.5;

some of the Mg Sb. exponents exceed one-half .
.A. -L ̂  Jt

Furthcrrore, the exponents appear to deflne a_ contlnuous

functioi. of composition' x, suggesting that both the

alloy data and the Mg edge itself may lie outside the

dornain of applicability of the present many-body theory(5)

If the x-ray edge anomalies of Na3 Mg, and AI are

caused by flnal-state interactions 9 then the peak shapes

should be continuous f unctions of conduction-electron

density or the reduced radius r . By fitting experimental
S

abscrption llne>ihtipes with the form' . '.

suitably broadened, it is possible to extract the values

of the exponents given in Fig. 2 (t, 5). This represents

the first and, I believe, only firm evidence that the

threshold anomalies of Na, Mg, and AI are related to

conduction electron density and final-state interactions .

In the limit of small r^3 exponents computed froms
screened potential phase shifts should describe the

observations for a^Cr ). They do not. Thus final-state
. . U S

interactions appear to be present, but not in the

form predicted by the MND theory with screened-potential

phase shifts. It is, of course, possible that the

exponents, a„ are sensitive to details of the atomic

Charge distributions; realistic calculations of such
•v

effects are in progress. However, if the exponents should

prove to be more sensitive to atomic Charge distributions



thari to the electron gas density, the only potentially-

firm evidence for flnal-state interactions causing the

L? , edge anomalles will be placed In Jeopardy. Also
9^ -lnote that a,, is little more than äs asyrcmetric

broaderiing parameter in the fltting procedure; thus

the fact that a-, Is a smooth function of r is not,U s
by itself, firm evidence that the threshold form, Eq. (l ) ,

is valid.

The principal experimentally-relevant prediction

of the many-body theorists has dealt with the angular

momentum dependence (6,7):

an > 0 and a. < 0.

This, when taken with the selection rule M_=0 for parity-

"forbldden" K-edge transitlons from s-cores, implies

that L_ edges (Involving transitions from p-core leve1s)
*- > *>

are peaked by the flnal-state Interactions («n > 0),

whereas K edges are rounded (a. < 0). This prediction

is now knov/n to apply only to solids which exhibit bound

excitons in emlssion; and not to free-electron metals

(for which bot h ctn and et must be positive) (8,9)« The

Friedel sum rule relates the exponents aQ and cc ,

provided one 1s willlng to either neglect phase shifts

6 p for £ - 2 or to compute them using a model potentlal

(^jlO). For free-electron metals with no bound exciton

states, the resulting exponents generally lie In the

ranges 0 5ctQ <0.3, 0 .5aa < 0.1. Thus both K and L2 ,

edges should be enhanced by final-state interactions.

The observed rounded thresholds at the K edges of Li,

Mg, and AI- cannot be caused by the MND effect äs once

thought; and therefore the prediction of an angular
momentum dependence is largely vacuous for absorption•\d emission spectra.

However, the angular momentum dependence of the

theory can be checked using electron energy loss spectros-
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copy, which measures the clectron dynamic structure

factor S(q,w). The Doniach, Platzman, Yue theory (11)

of the structure factor (neglecting Interference terms) is

S(q,w) ..Q

In contrast to optical experiments, in which transltlons

are induced by the dipole operator, the energy loss

experiment measures transitions Induced by the (Fourler

trarisformed) Charge denslty operator:

t-\p Iq.'r f> = iq.<l|r|f> + terir.s of order q .

In the forward-scatterlng limit (q-*-0), the Charge denslty

operator obeys dipole selection rulec and produces an

energy loss spectrum wlth the same shape äs the optical

absorption spectrum. For general wavevector q, it does not

Thusa according to Donlach, Platzman, and Yue, for the

K edge of Li we have

lim Mn(q) = 0,
q+0 U

whereas for the L„ , edge of, say, Na we have
*~ * J

lim M.(q) = 0.

For larger q, all matrlx elements are generally

firiite. Conccntrating on the fact that the energy-

loss irieasurements produce shapes of the edge s, not

absolute values, and recognizing that the shapes
are sensitive only to the ratio M!:(q)/M. (q) , we See

that for ao > ct. , the K edge s should become dramatically

peaked äs q increases3 v:hereas the L_ , edge s should
<£ t j

become flatter.



Ritsko, Gibbons, and Schnatterly (12) have measured

the structure factor S(q,w) of Li for q = 0 A"1, q = 0.9 Ä'~1
°-l

and q=1.2A . Within an experimental uncertainty of

2%s they see no change In edge shape. Thus it 1s

posslble to conclude that none of the edge rounding

In Li is caused by the MND effect, that the MND

effect (If operative at all) either is approximately

two-orders of magnltude weaker than once thought or

enhances the edge so slightly (ao < 0.12) that the most-

plausible explanation of the data completely rules out

the many-body mechanism in Li. Therefore, one of the

following appears to be invalid for LI: (i) the MND

theory; (ii) the Doniach, Platzman, Yue theory of S(q,w);

or (iii) the Ritsko, Gibbons, Schnatterly data. Since

earlier absorption measurements on Li. Cu alloys

had led to the sair.e conclusion (13,1*0 äs subsequently

drawn by Ritsko, Gibbons, and Schnatterly, it would

appear that a new theory of edge anomalies is called

for.

In summary, the many-body theory makes predictions

about the dependence of the x-ray threshold anomalies

on (I) cutoff energy £; (ii) the size of the exponents a,,

(iii) the Variation of the exponents with r ; and (Iv)
o

the angular momenturr. äependence of the threshold

shapes -- none of which are verifled experimentally.

On both theoretlcal and experlmental grounds the K edges

of LI, Mg, and AI can be excluded äs evidence for the

theory. Of the renaining data cited äs supporting the

theory, the Lp , edge-shapes of Na, Mg, and AI do not

exhlbit the expected dependence on r ; and the L9 , edge
S eL , }

of Mg in Mg Sb, yields excessively large exponents andx i—x
a srrall value of the cutoff energy £.

The case against the present theory of electron-hole

interactions In metals is strong now. If the predicted



dependences (15) of the energy-loss spectra on q are

not verified experinentally for the L2 , edges of
<- > J

Na, Mß, and AI, then 1t will be necessary to develop

a new theory of flnal-state Interactlons and thelr

effects on the optical propertles of metals.
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